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Agenda 

• Basic principles 

• Three modes of governing provision of telecom 
services 

– Justifications for favoring authorizations 

– Problems with authorizations in developing countries 

• Who should have power to issue/modify? 

• How many licenses? 

– Importance of exit policy 

• How to handle renewals 

 



Importance of market entry 

• Essential pre-condition of budget telecom 
network model 

• If I was advising Government of Myanmar in 
2011, I would have made only one policy 
recommendation 

– Issue licenses 



GATS 4th Protocol Reference Paper  

• More than 90 countries have made telecom 
sector commitments 

• Telecom commitments now almost 
compulsory for joining GATS 

• GATS Fourth Protocol Regulatory Reference 
Paper is a useful benchmark of good 
regulatory practice  



Regulatory Reference Paper  

• Where a licence is required, the following will be 
made publicly available:   

– (a) all the licensing criteria and the period of time normally 
required to reach a decision concerning an application for 
a licence  and   

– (b) the terms and conditions of  individual licences.  

• The reasons for the denial of a licence will be made 
known to the applicant upon request.   



Three forms of governing the provision of 
telecom services 

• Individual licenses 

• General authorizations 

• No authorization required (open entry) 

 

• All three can be in operation in the same country at 
the same time 

• Tendency is to minimize individual licenses and move 
toward authorizations/open entry 

 



A general principle  

• “Licenses where scarce resources are involved; 
authorizations otherwise” 

• Rationale 

– When scarce resources (spectrum, rights of way, numbers) 
are required for providing the service, not everyone who 
wants can offer the service 

– In this limited case, an individual license (involving 
discretion = authority to say yes/no) may be justified 



Another way of looking . . .  

• Licensing is an unusual act; use it only where absolutely 
necessary 

• Anyone is free to provide telecom services, unless 
– Government/regulator needs to know who they are/impose duties on 

them/subject them to some form of control 
– Even then, use the less intrusive method which is general 

authorization, as much as possible 

• Heavy artillery (individual licenses) only in extreme cases 
where greatest control in needed 

• Part of a worldview that sees government doing a few things 
well; most appropriate for states with personnel constraints 



Another justification. . . 

• If discretion (authority to say yes/no) that is part of 
licensing is to be allowed, it must be constrained 
– Discretion may be abused for undue gain 

– Even if discretion is given, ensure the process is fair and 
transparent 
• Discretion must be exercised following principles of natural justice 

(due process in US system)  

• Authorizations reduce discretion: any who satisfy 
criteria are allowed (no numerical limits) 



Authorizations 

• Substantive advantages 
– Eliminate individual differences in treatment of service 

providers and create a level playing field; 

– More consistent with technological neutrality principles; 

– More consistent with open market entry policies; 

– Simplify the regulatory process; 

– Reduce regulatory and administrative costs 

• Facilitate introduction of industry-wide regulatory 
changes to reflect changing technologies and sector 
conditions (i.e., no need to amend individual 
authorizations) 
 



Possible shortcomings in developing-
country context 

• Banks/investors may want the security of a 
license/concession document because 
– They do not trust the fair application of general principles 

and rules 
– Are not comfortable with rules/conditions being changed 

in midstream (regulatory risk) 
– No direct relationship with regulator 

• Success of authorizations regime depends on 
effective and credible regulator and open, 
consultative procedures for changing rules and 
conditions  



Example:  VSAT service authorization 

• Might approve operations of all providers that meet 
certain conditions, such as:  
– Registration with the regulator [can find the operator] 
– Use of ITU-co-ordinated satellite service providers 

authorized in an ITU member country [interference] 
– Approval of earth station equipment under national 

spectrum regulations [interference], and 
– Compliance with any consumer protection or spectrum 

management regulations established by the regulator 
[information asymmetry/interference]  

– Payment of prescribed fees [cost recovery/revenue] 



Variant of authorizations that comes close 
to licensing 

• Limit to number of authorizations issued 
– Discretion involved 

– Some form of previously announced fair 
procedure (e.g., beauty contest, lottery, first-
come-first-served) must be used 

• Some advantages of authorizations retained, 
e.g., 
– Same conditions apply to all in one class 



Variant that comes close to open entry 

• No registration required (or at most a 
“postcard” notification) 
– Simple form that is available on website that 

licensees send to regulator 
• ISP licenses in Morocco 

• But the terms and conditions of the 
authorization are well publicized and the law 
is clear about their application 



Case study: Sri Lanka External Gateway 
Operator “licenses” 

• 1991 Sri Lanka Telecom Act s. 17 provides that the 
Minister may issue “system licenses” on 
recommendation of regulatory commission: no 
provision for authorizations 

• Government decided to end incumbent’s 5-year 
exclusivity on international telephonic services in 
2002 

• Broadly consulted (but not adopted) National 
Telecom Policy contained the principle “licenses 
where scarce resources are involved; authorizations 
otherwise” 
 
 



Options 

• [1] Decide on the number of EGO licenses and 
issue them using a transparent and fair 
procedure 
– [1A] Auction? 

– [1B] Fixed-fee licenses to all interested members 
of a class (e.g., all PSTN operators) 

• [2] Issue “licenses” under the Act, but without 
numerical limit 



What would you  choose?   

• What scarce resources are required for 
operation of External Gateways?  

• Which option is consistent with the principle?  



End result 

• Government objective of creating conditions for BPO 
industry achieved 
– Incumbent, largest mobile operator and VSNL Lanka 

[subsidiary of Indian International operator] provide 
telecom services to BPO industry, with option for more 

• Objective of allowing for broad competition in 
international voice and data communications not 
achieved, because regulator failed to implement the 
adopted Interconnection Regulations  
– [2] adopted but [1B] more like the result 



What lessons can be drawn? 

• More success if government went for [1B] in 
the first place? 

– But would BPO objective have been achieved? 

– Threat of entry  better behavior? 

• Anything wrong with the principle? 

 



Who should issue licenses and 
authorizations?   

• If all three modalities are in operation, who decides 
which service gets authorized under which mode? 
– Importance of a principle/rule 

• If abuse of discretionary power is a concern 
– Best to specify procedures for selecting mode 
– Give power to independent agency, bound to transparency 

• Minister/government should be given power to set 
overall policy 



Who should have power to change terms 
of authorizations? 

• Especially in countries with sub-optimal 
government structures, giving Minister this 
power can increase regulatory risk 

• Need to specify procedures for changes and 
clear assignment of responsibility 



How many licenses? 

• Million dollar question (literally) 

• Politicians and bureaucrats are not the best 
people to decide how many suppliers there 
should be in a market  issue as many 
licenses as availability of resources allow 

• What if suppliers overshoot?   
– “Ruinous competition” 

• Best way to get the number right is to allow 
orderly exit;  mergers are not necessarily bad 



Importance of exit  

• A good market-entry policy must include an 
exit policy 

– Important to ensure that customers are looked 
after 

– Ensure that investments are not negatively 
affected 

– Try to constrain discretion  



Problem of license renewals 

• License terms are usually 15-20 years; most 
licenses were issued in early/mid 1990s 

• Renewals are a topical issue 

• Investments decline in the last few years of a 
license/concession, unless uncertainty is 
reduced 

• If a firm does not know it has a business, will it invest? 

• What is the value of a license with a fixed term if 
renewal is guaranteed? 

• Balancing to achieve public policy objectives 



Lessons derived from Pakistan 

• Define a point prior to the end of the license 
term at which investment is likely to decline 

• Guarantee that the license will be renewed 
unless substantive issues about adherence to 
terms of license have been raised prior to that 

• If issues exist and have been duly notified, 
procedure for making a determination on 
license renewal or penalties must be 
predefined in licensing policy or license itself 



License renewal 

• If no issues have been notified, renewal is 
guaranteed  no negative effect on 
investment 

• But one issue remains: how to set new license 
terms, especially the renewal fee 

– Pakistan had a solution:  terms, including amount, 
set by a mobile license auction in 2004 

– Others not so lucky; even PK will not be able to 
use this number for ever 



License renewal  

• Involves discretion, unavoidably 

• Best that can be done is bound the process of 
exercising discretion 



In sum 

• Market entry is essential precondition of good 
performance 

• Licenses, authorizations and “no licenses” are three 
ways of allowing market entry 

• Taking into account country characteristics, resource 
constraints, etc. appropriate mix must be chosen 

• Exit policy is a vital component of entry policy 

• Vitally important to address license renewal issues if 
broadband investments are not to be negatively 
affected 

 
 


